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 :\mipmaps. Choose the folder where MapInfo will place its program files. Double-click the MapInfo.INF icon to start the
installation.If you installed MapInfo using the installer, you do not need to use this file.n2. mipmaps.txt) file in the MapInfo
Installation Directory and save it with a.INF extension. 3. Import your GIS data into a MapInfo session and determine what

layers are stored in the map. Each map layer can be a vector, raster, or coverage layer. Vector layers store geospatial data, such
as points, lines, and polygons. Raster layers store image data, such as satellite photographs, topographic maps, aerial

photographs, and elevation data. Coverage layers store detailed, quantitative information about real-world objects. 4. For vector
layers, use the Vector Processing Tools to add or delete layers, assign layer colors, group layers, and create layers from text. For

coverage layers, use the Coverage Processing Tools to delete and merge coverage layers, make coverage layers mergeable,
add symbolizers, create coverage maps, and generate maps with labels. 5. Create a map layout to make it easier to view and

work with the data. For vector layers, use the Vector Processing Tools to: - Modify the attributes and symbolizations of layers in
the map layout. - Select layers in the map layout to display them in the map. - Rearrange the map layout. - Delete layers in the

map layout. - Create new layers in the map layout. - Add new map layers, or export data in a new file format. - Move and resize
layers in the map layout. - Apply a new map style to all layers in the map layout. - Import geospatial data in another file format.

6. Define the symbology of each layer to provide useful context and information for the map, map view, and map legend.
Symbols can represent points, lines, polygons, or text labels. For vector layers, use the Vector Processing Tools to: - Select the

symbology for the entire map layout. - Apply a new symbology to an individual layer. - Create a new 82157476af
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